ROI with Nitrogen Generation:
Uncover cost savings and production growth

Measuring Your ROI

How much, and within what time period, a Nitrogen Generator will positively impact your bottom line - in other words, measuring your ROI - is key to making your decision. Once you lease or purchase your nitrogen generating system, you will start saving on all those excess expenses as well as improve plant efficiency by cutting administrative and operational tasks tied to bulk N2 gas contracts, delivery, and storage.

Once the Nitrogen Generator has paid for itself in terms of cost savings, this will result in cash flow for your business. If you go on to add up monthly savings and future cash flows, subtract out your initial investment, and end up with a positive result, it may be time to request a cost estimate for your Nitrogen Generator.

Why Switch Your Nitrogen Gas Source?

Businesses and facilities currently using bulk or liquid N2 gas for one or more of Nitrogen's many useful applications may be tied to a gas company for N2 supply, delivery, high pressure tank changeouts, and gas storage. All of these steps in the process of securing the necessary amount of Nitrogen gas represent inefficiencies and excess expenses including: unending cycle of monthly gas bills, gas taxes, tank leasing fees, contract management costs, and long term contracts that end with an increase in Nitrogen gas costs.

How Can a Nitrogen Generator Produce Valuable ROI?

By purchasing a Nitrogen Generator from South-Tek Systems, you can make your own Nitrogen gas right at your facility and put an end to your gas contracts. Benefits of this investment include: eliminating routine costs and inefficiencies outlined above, producing only the N2 gas you need, when you need it, and at the flow rate you require, taking advantage of the South-Tek Systems MAP-IT Flow and Purity Verification System to identify the exact flow rates and purity of nitrogen gas required for your application, using our Performance Verification System to monitor the performance of your system and be guaranteed that the Nitrogen Generator you purchase meets or exceeds the specifications requested.

Sample ROI of Nitrogen Generator Purchase

Inputs:
- Average monthly N2 use: 29,200 ccf
- Average monthly N2 cost: $14,260
- N2 GEN Equipment Cost: $170,872
- Cost to generate N2 / year: $49,120
- $KWH: $0.09

Results:
- Payback: 16.8 months
- 5 yr. cumulative savings: $439,128

Figure 1. Nitrogen Payback Calculation
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